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This laboratory is a little programming exercise in how to use the Google Authenticator
with Python. The Google Authenticator uses the Time-Based One-Time Password to
create the One-Time-Pins (see [MRa+11] for details).
The exercise splits up in two parts. Firstly, a Python virtual environment is created
to store the python modules which are necessary to work with the Google Authentica-
tor. Secondly, a Python script is developed to explain how to setup and use two-factor
authentication with the Google Autenticator.
The requirement for this exercise is a smartphone with the installed Google Authenticator
app.
Hint: You can work with the Pycharm IDE which is included in the lecture’s virtual

machine.

1 Setup Of The Python Virtual Environment

A Python virtual environment is an installation of Python which is independent from
other Python installations on a computer. Using Python virtual environments, you can
setup several Python installations on a computer, each fitting exactly the purpose you
need.
A Python virtual environment is created by using the command virtualenv. The name of
the virtual environment to be created is given as a command line argument. For example,
the following command creates the virtual environment totp-esigelec:

> virtualenv totp-esigelec

The creation of the virtual environment results in a folder totp-esigelec which contains
all the respective data. A virtual environment can be removed by deleting its folder.
To work with a virtual environment, it must be activated. This is done be executing the
following command:

> source totp-esigelec/bin/activate

After creating and activating the virtual environment, the command pip is used to in-
stall additional Python packages. In this, we install three packages with the following
commands:
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> pip install pyotp
> pip install pypng
> pip install PyQRCode

The package pyotp contains a library for one time passwords. The package pypng provides
the handling of PNG images. The package PyQRCode contains functions for the creation
of QR codes.

Exercise 1. Create a Python virtual environment using the commands from above. ♢

2 Using The Google Authenticator With Python
In the following, we develop a Python script which shows how to work with TOTP in
combination with the Google Authenticator.
The script starts with importing the modules which are needed in the further:

1 import pyotp
2 import time
3 import pyqrcode

In the TOTP scenario, the server and the client share a password and an additional secret
which is used to generate the one-time password (OTP for short) to be entered during
the two-factor authentication. The secret must be in base 32 encoding. It should be
generated randomly.

1 # Replace 12345 with your password
2 mypassword = "12345"
3

4 # Uncomment to generate a random secret
5 # mysecret = pyotp.random_base32()
6 mysecret = "LYL5772PKIPSI7IR"

Exercise 2.

a) Create the Python script totp-tutorial.py and add the code listed above.

b) Generate a random secret. Store its value as a constant in the variable mysecret.

c) Create a new entry in the Google Authenticator by using your secret. ♢

The following function explains how to generate time-based OTPs for a given secret.
1 def dump_otps(secret):
2 totp = pyotp.TOTP(secret)
3 time.sleep(5)
4 for i in range(200):
5 timestamp = time.strftime("%a, %d %b %Y %H:%M:%S",
6 time.localtime())
7 print timestamp , totp.now()
8 time.sleep(1)
9 return
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To use the function, add the line

dump_otps(mysecret)

at the end of the script and start the execution of the script with the command

python totp-tutorial.py

You can start the script within the IDE, too.

Exercise 3. Add the function dump_otps() to the script and test the function by exe-
cuting the script. Compare the otps which are generated by the function with the ones
of the Google Authenticator. ♢
Another, more convenient way to import a secret into the Google Authenticator is to scan
an appropriate qr code. The next function is an example how to generate the qr code for
a given secret.

1 def create_qrcode(uri, secret):
2 totp = pyotp.TOTP(secret)
3 secret_uri = totp.provisioning_uri(uri)
4 url = pyqrcode.create(secret_uri)
5 url.png("qrcode.png", scale=6, module_color=[0,0,0,128],
6 background=[0xff,0xff,0xcc])
7 return

The function can be used by adding the line

create_qrcode("TOTP Test", mysecret)

at the end of the script. The function creates a qr code containing the user’s secret. The
qr code can be scanned with the Google authenticator app.

Exercise 4.

a) Add the function to the Python script.

b) Generate a qr code and use it to add the secret to the Google Authenticator. ♢

The process of two-factor authentication is illustrated with this function:
1 def two_factor_authentication(passwd, secret):
2 pw = raw_input("Enter password: ")
3 pin = raw_input("Enter OTP: ")
4 totp = pyotp.TOTP(secret)
5 if pw != passwd or pin != totp.now():
6 print "Invalid password or pin!"
7 return False
8 else:
9 print "Authentication successful!"

10 return True
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The function can be used by adding the line

two_factor_authentication(mypassword, mysecret)

at the end of the script.

Exercise 5.

a) Add the function to the Python script.

b) Use the function together with the Google Authenticator to perform a two-factor
authentication. ♢
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